FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: JANUARY 25, 2010
A New Kind Of Adventure For Atomic Robo And The Action Scientists Of Tesladyne Is
Underway In Atomic Robo: Last Stop
Lancaster, PA - The Fictory, an animation studio run by director Joseph W. Krzemienski, today
confirmed production on Atomic Robo: Last Stop, an animated short film based on the award
winning Atomic Robo graphic novels by Brian Clevinger and Scott Wegener.
About Atomic Robo: Last Stop
This time around, Robo will be getting in to big trouble on screen. Atomic Robo: Last Stop will be a
fully animated extension of the already vast Atomic Robo universe. This new short film will bring
fan favorite characters to life in a traditionally produced, digital animation. "While Atomic Robo:
Last Stop isn't a direct adaptation, we've paid very close attention to the Graphic Novels and are
determined to stay as true to the subject material as humanly possible. People love Robo too much
for me to try and mess with the formula," said director Joseph W. Krzemienski.
Every effort was made to retain the Atomic Robo "feel" fans have come to love. Series writer, Brian
Clevinger, was tapped to pen the first draft of a script for a whole new adventure. Fictory artists
Joseph W. Krzemienski, Jeff McComsey and Dominic Vivona paid extremely close attention to series
artist, Scott Wegener's approach to the character and art direction. Series colorist Ronda
Pattison's style was very influential in nailing down the color pallet. Even Jeff Powell's thoughtful
use of font and color aided in the overall design process.
The Fictory crew is proud to have the opportunity to work on a project with such a strong identity
and creative foundation.
About Atomic Robo:
Atomic Robo, the print comic from Brian Clevinger and Scott Wegener, chronicles the Action
Science adventures of a robot that’s a little Ghostbusters and a little Indiana Jones crossed with a lot
of Nikola Tesla.
If you’re tired of endless, meaningless mega-events and incomprehensible continuities, then Atomic
Robo is the comic book series for you. Atomic Robo puts the fun, the adventure, and the optimism
of the pulp era back into today’s comics. Join up with the Fightin’ Scientists of Tesladyne, and let’s
show that angst isn’t depth and fun isn’t frivolous.
About The Fictory
The Fictory is an awarding winning group based in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Director Joseph W.
Krzemienski leads a team of artists in the creation of animated films. Our first official narrative,
animated release, American Terror: Company Man, was greeted with several awards and
international praise. The Fictory is a small but growing crew of detected individuals going above and
beyond to entertain with the beauty of traditional hand drawn animation. The Fictory is sister studio
to Lancaster, PA based Postage, Inc. which covers most of the studios commercial work.
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